Frankentensioner
Instructions
For easy clarification we will refer to the “inside” tensioner as the one that goes closest
to the engine/front cover. The “outside” tensioner is the one….well, on the outside,
closest to the radiator.

1-1 Inner Tensioner
Trim all the stops off of the top of the inside tensioner. If you don’t trim all the stops off
they will hit the spacers that go between the two tensioners and limit the travel of the
tensioner (defeats the purpose of the FT design). You want to trim the stops off that are
colored red. You can leave the stop noted with the black arrow.

1-2
It is critical that all of the stops marked in red can pass under the spacer noted with the
green arrow. You don’t necessarily have to grind the stops off 100% flush (that doesn’t
hurt though). You just have to be 100% certain the stops will pass under the spacer
when the tensioner is rotated.

2-1 Outer Tensioner
Trim the two stops in red off. You don’t have to completely remove the stop that rotates
with the arm on the left. But you can if you would like. You only need to remove enough
of the stop on the left so it clears the bolt head and the now ground off stop on the right
when the tensioner rotates.

2-2
The stop (red) needs to be able to pass by the bolt head (green).

3-1
Drill the pulley bolt hole all the way through on the INSIDE tensioner. DO NOT DRILL
THE HOLE/TREADS OUT OF THE OUTSIDE TENSIONER!!!!
You will be drilling the threads out of the hole noted by the green arrow (can’t see hole
in pic). Drill them all the way through the tensioner arm to the other side. Noted by
yellow arrow.

Installing/Setting Up The Tensioner
Preload/travel Correctly
4-1
Overview
Ok, so this is tricky and takes a lot of trial and error to get it just right. So, put your
thinking cap on and maybe have a beer or two. Probably shouldn’t have four though.
As far as we know no other blower company/tensioner manufacturer has taken the time
to show you how to set up your tensioner correctly. And it’s CRITICAL.
-If you don’t have enough preload on the tensioner it will lose spring pressure when
you’re under power, the belt stretches and it will slip.
-If you have too much preload you will slam the tensioner into it’s maximum travel stop
when making gear changes and send a huge shock load through the belt system, blower
snout and crankshaft/oil pump gears.
The reason we suspect that no one is telling you how to set your tensioner up correctly
is that it’s not dumb dumb easy and may take some screwing around with additional
parts (pulleys, etc). Or maybe they don’t think you’re smart enough. We think you are.

4-2
Parts you may need
The only downside to this is that you will want to have at least three extra smooth idler
pulleys on hand and potentially a different length belt. Once all the tolerances in the
best system add up there can be a pretty big swing in effective belt length (which will
determine how much preload the tensioner has). And there is only so much adjustment
available in the adjustable pulley location under the blower snout.
You could try and get your preload dialed in as your car sits and if it won’t dial in get the
additional parts you need to do it later. And then take another crack at it. A couple of
pulleys on hand is not exactly going to break the bank though. We would rather have
them on hand and do the job once. Here is what you want to have on hand/ready to use
at a minimum:
76mm smooth idler x2
90mm smooth idler x1
Here are some part numbers for 6 rib belt systems:
76mm smooth idler 6 rib belt
-Dorman 419-610
-Gates 38006
90mm smooth idler 6 rib belt
-Dayco 89006
-Gates 38001
Here are some part numbers for 8 rib belt systems:
76mm smooth idler 8 rib belt
-Gates 38028
90mm smooth idler 8 rib belt
-Gates 38022

4-3
You want to draw a line on your tensioner that you can see while it’s mounted across the
part that doesn’t move and the part that does (the arm). The distance between these
two lines when the belt is installed is your preload measurement. We noted on the arm
the preload spec. You may as well do it too. You won’t have to look it up or remember it
in the future.

4-4
Using the supplied hardware/spacers assemble the Frankentensioner. The large washer
is used on the pulley bolt (pic below). Ignore the nuts in the picture, those are just there
for photo purposes, you won’t be using nuts.

4-5
Install FT in its stock location on the front cover using supplied hardware.

4-6
Install the belt.

4-7
On the tensioner measure how much preload you have by measuring the distance
between the two lines you drew (you drew one, it’s two lines now). You want 15-20mm
of preload. 15mm being ideal. If you’re in that range, send it. If not, it’s time to start
adjusting.

4-8
You can adjust the preload a few different ways. You’re effectively changing the belt
length to change the preload setting. You can use one way, or a combination of a few
ways to get this done. This is the part where it gets tricky. More belt length gets you
less preload and less belt length gets you more preload.
Here are the ways you can affect “belt length”/preload:

The adjustable idler pulley
This pulley has multiple mounting locations. You can play with the placement of this
pulley to add/subtract preload.

The alternate belt route/smooth Idler
You can replace the grooved idler pulley and the one above it with smooth 76mm pulleys
and route the belt differently. We think you can sneak a 90mm smooth idler in one of
the locations and get even more adjustment. Changed pulleys in green. New belt route
in red.

Sizing up the adjustable idler pulley
You can use a 90mm idler in place of the 76mm idler in the adjustable location under
the blower snout.

Sizing up the tensioner pulley
You can use a 90mm idler in place of the 76mm idler on the tensioner. No diagram for
this one. You know where the tensioner is at.

Sizing up the passenger side idler pulley
You can use a 90mm idler in place of the 76mm idler pulley on the passenger side.

4-8
You should be able to get your tensioner dialed in correctly using the above methods. If
you can’t you will need a different length belt. There is a handy dandy belt size chart
with part numbers on the web site. Here is the URL.
http://departmentofboost.com/PDF/GT450_Belt_Selection_Chart.jpg
If you have any questions email us at departmentofboost@yahoo.com.
Thanks!
Department Of Boost

